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Disclaimer
SenseFly Ltd reserves all rights related to this document and the information
contained herein. REPRODUCTION, USE OR DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION FROM SENSEFLY LTD IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.
SenseFly Ltd makes no warranties based on the accuracy or completeness of the
contents of this document and reserves the right to make changes to speciﬁcations and product descriptions at any time without notice.
By using senseFly Ltd software and products you accept senseFly’s warranty and
liability terms.
ALL USE OF SENSEFLY LTD PRODUCTS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE USE
CONFORM TO THE APPLICABLE LAW OF THE COUNTRY IN WHICH THE PRODUCT
IS OPERATED, IS UNDER YOUR SOLE RESPONSIBILITY. INFORM YOURSELF BEFORE
USING THE PRODUCT. SOME COUNTRIES MAY HAVE LAWS THAT LIMIT THE USE
OF UNMANNED AIRCRAFT TO ‘LINE-OF-SIGHT’ OPERATIONS AND/OR PROHIBIT
THE USE OF UNMANNED AIRCRAFT IN SPECIFIC AREAS OR AT ALL.

Product limited warranty
SenseFly Ltd warrants that the product will be free from defects in workmanship and materials for a period of twelve (12) months from the date that the
item was ﬁrst purchased. During Warranty Period, should the covered product, in senseFly Ltd’s sole opinion, malfunction due to any defect in material
and/or workmanship, your sole remedy and senseFly Ltd’s sole liability shall be,
at senseFly Ltd’s option, to either repair or replace the malfunctioning product
with a similar product at no charge or to reimburse the purchase payment, provided that the malfunctioning product is returned, with proof of purchase in the
form of your original copy of the sales receipt, within the applicable Warranty
Period.
The warranty shall exclude defects due to normal wear and tear, including but
not limited to deterioration of the airframe after ﬁrst ﬂight, normal degradation,

misuse, moisture or liquids, proximity or exposure to heat, accidents, excessive
strain, abuse, neglect, misapplication, repairs or modiﬁcations made by anyone
other than senseFly Ltd, damage due to manual operation, damage due to takeoﬀ or landing location with obstacles, damage due to low altitude ﬂight, damage
due to loss of data radio connection, damage due to strong wind, rain or humidity or other causes for which senseFly Ltd is not answerable. Any claim related
to in-ﬂight malfunction of the product will be considered by senseFly Ltd only if
accompanied with the related ﬂight log.
There are no express or implied warranties, representations or conditions other
than those stated in this limited warranty. The remedy set forth herein shall be
the sole, exclusive remedy with respect to the product.

Product liability
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL SENSEFLY LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (EVEN IF SENSEFLY
LTD IS NOTIFIED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES) INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY YOU OR A THIRD PARTY WHILE OPERATING OR USING THE PRODUCT, ANY LOSS OF REVENUE, LOSS OF PROFIT, OR LOSS
OF DATA WHETHER BASED UPON ANY ALLEGED BREACH OF WARRANTY, REPRESENTATION OR CONDITION, CONTRACT, OR ANY OTHER CONDUCT INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE (INTENTIONAL OR OTHERWISE), GIVING RISE TO SUCH CLAIM.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL SENSEFLY LTD BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (EVEN IF SENSEFLY
LTD IS NOTIFIED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES) INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY DAMAGES CAUSED BY FAILURE OF THE AUTOPILOT, ELECTRONICS OR SOFTWARE. YOU SHALL NOT OPERATE THE PRODUCT IN AREAS OR UNDER
CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE A FAILURE COULD CAUSE DAMAGES AND/OR HARM TO
OBJECTS AND/OR PEOPLE.

Address
senseFly Ltd
Route de Genève 38
1033 Cheseaux-Lausanne
Switzerland
Website: http://www.senseﬂy.com

Technical support
If you have questions on your eBee or your multiSPEC 4C camera please
consult senseFly Ltd’s technical support page at the following address:
http://www.senseﬂy.com/support/

multiSPEC 4C camera
Congratulations on your purchase of the multiSPEC 4C camera,
an advanced payload for the eBee mapping drone that provides
multispectral data for agricultural applications.

Note: This manual refers to version 2.4 of the
eBee’s eMotion software and version 3.2 of Postﬂight
Terra 3D. Check the software version included in
your eBee and consult the Release Notes for potential changes included in more recent versions of the
software.

Box contents
The camera package contains the following items:
• 1×multiSPEC 4C camera
• 1×calibration target
• 1×multiSPEC 4C camera User Manual (this manual)
• 1×SD memory card
• 1×cleaning tool
• 1×mounting kit for eBees with serial number EB-02-...
Depending on your order, your package may also include additional items. Please verify upon delivery that your package is
complete. In case of a missing item, please contact your reseller
immediately.
Note: The multiSPEC 4C camera has magnetic
clasps to ﬁt eBees with serial numbers EB-03-...
without modiﬁcation. The mounting kit provided
adapts your multiSPEC 4C camera so that it can also
be installed in eBees with serial numbers EB-02-...
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1 The multiSPEC 4C

Response [%]

The multiSPEC 4C is a professional camera payload featuring four
sensors, each able to detect a speciﬁc region of the light spectrum, carefully chosen for agricultural applications. The multiSPEC 4C produces images in the green, red, red-edge and nearinfrared (NIR). The following ﬁgure illustrates the wavelength response of each sensor.
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Thanks to the irrandiance sensor on the top of the camera and its
pre-ﬂight calibration procedure, the multiSPEC 4C is able to provide absolute reﬂectance data at a wide range of light intensity
levels.
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2 Pre-ﬂight procedure
Before every ﬂight:
• Perform a visual check of the lenses in order to ensure the
best image quality. See the ’Care of Your multiSPEC 4C’
section for lens cleaning instructions.
• Make sure that the SD memory card is fully inserted and
has enough free space.
• Plug the multiSPEC 4C camera’s cable into the connector
marked
in your eBee’s camera bay.
• Install the multiSPEC 4C into the camera bay of your eBee.
15
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• Calibrate the multiSPEC 4C. See the ’Calibration’ section
for instructions.
2.1 eMotion settings
Once your eBee is connected to eMotion, verify that the correct
camera model is selected in eMotion’s Camera tab:

If not, select multiSPEC 4C.
With the multiSPEC 4C camera selected, eMotion’s mission planner will automatically adjust ﬂight altitude and other parameters to ensure the right ground sampling distance and display
the image footprints correctly. Your camera selection is stored
in the ﬂight logs and later retrieved by the Flight Data Manager
and used to select the appropriate image extraction method.
2.2 Calibration
In order to obtain absolute reﬂectance measurements from the
images, you must perform a quick calibration before every ﬂight
16

with the calibration target provided.
A message below the drone status in eMotion will remind you to
perform this procedure and will disappear once it is successfully
completed.
The following steps describe how to calibrate the reﬂectance using the calibration target provided. You can also ﬁnd an illustrated guide on the back of the target.
Note: For a successful calibration, lighting conditions for both the multiSPEC 4C camera’s irrandiance
sensor and the calibration target must be the same
as the lighting conditions the eBee will experience
during its mission, that is, exposed to the open sky.
Note: During calibration, eMotion and your multiSPEC 4C camera will automatically capture several
images, detect the target within the image and calibrate the multiSPEC 4C camera.
Note: Since you must lay your eBee ﬂat on the
ground out in the open during its startup sequence,
you may ﬁnd it convenient to lay the calibration target next to it, ready for calibration when the eBee is
ready.
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Step 1: Remove your calibration target from its protective cover.
Step 2: Lay the calibration target on a ﬂat, level surface out in the
open, exposed to the sky. Use the spirit level on the front
of the target to make sure it is level.
Step 3: With your multiSPEC 4C camera installed in your eBee, start
up your eBee and connect to eMotion, as per the instruc18

tions in the eBee user manual. The green LED will be on
and the red LED oﬀ when the multiSPEC 4C camera is ready).

Step 4: In eMotion’s Camera tab, click Calibrate.
The red LED on the multiSPEC 4C will light up for a few
seconds to show that it is ready for calibration.
Once you have clicked Calibrate, the multiSPEC 4C waits 10
seconds before starting the calibration to allow you time
to get your eBee in position over your calibration target.
19
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Step 5: Hold your eBee above the target, making sure that the
multiSPEC 4C camera is between 50 cm (1.6 ft) and 1 m
(3.3 fr) above the target and that no shadows are cast on
either the target or the irradiance sensor on the top of the
multiSPEC 4C camera.

Minimum
50 cm (1 ft, 8 in)
Maximum
1 m (1 yd)

calibration target for multiSPEC 4C
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Step 6: Ten seconds after you pressed the Calibrate button, calibration begins.
The multiSPEC 4C camera will take several pictures, with
a pause of about 3 seconds between each picture until
calibration is complete.
The green light blinks each time a picture is taken.
Once complete, the red LED switches on for a few seconds
and a message appears in eMotion’s Camera tab conﬁrming completion.
Step 7: Put the calibration target back into its protective cover.
You are now ready to launch your eBee.

Pre-ﬂight checklist:
1. multiSPEC 4C camera plugged in and correctly installed inside the eBee.
2. Correct camera model selected in eMotion.
3. multiSPEC 4C’s lenses clean.
4. Calibration procedure complete.

21
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3 Launching the eBee
Follow the take-oﬀ procedure described in your eBee User Manual.
Caution: The multiSPEC 4C camera is heavier
(+34 grams / 1.2 oz) than the eBee’s default payload
(the IXUS/ELPH camera). Make sure you launch the
eBee into the wind with a strong controlled throwning action to help it during its ﬁrst few seconds in
the air.

4 Landing the eBee
When inserted into the eBee, the multiSPEC 4C camera’s lenses
are exposed to the ground on landing. Always land on a soft
surface. Avoid landing on rocky surfaces to prevent irreversible
damage.

5 In-ﬂight performance
Flying with the multiSPEC 4C camera installed reduces the endurance when compared to the standard camera (IXUS/ELPH).
This is due to both the additional weight and the fact that the
camera drains power from the eBee’s main battery. As a result,
22

the maximum ﬂight time of an eBee with multiSPEC 4C camera is
approximately 30 min.
Note: Endurance can vary greatly depending on
external factors such as wind, altitude changes and
temperature.

6 Processing ﬂight data and images
multiSPEC 4C images are imported in much the same way as images from other cameras, using eMotion’s Flight Data Manager.
Use eMotion’s Flight Data Manager to import the images from
your ﬂight into a folder and create a Postﬂight Terra 3D project
following the instructions in your eBee’s User Manual Processing
Image Data section.

You can ﬁnd guidelines on the processing workﬂow of multiSPEC 4C
data with Postﬂight Terra 3D on our Knowledge Base (https://my.senseﬂy.
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7 Care of your multiSPEC 4C
• If water droplets or dirt stick to the lenses, wipe them with
a dry soft cloth, such as an eyeglass cloth. Do not rub hard
or apply force.
• Use the cleaning tool provided to remove dirt and dust
from the lens. Push the brush out to brush away grit and
dust. Take the lid oﬀ the other end and use the pad for
ﬁne dust and dirt on the glass surface.
• To prevent condensation from forming on the multiSPEC 4C
camera after sudden temperature changes (e.g., when the
camera is transferred from a cold to warm environment),
put the multiSPEC 4C camera in an airtight, resealable plastic bag and let it gradually adjust to the temperature before removing it from the bag.
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1 LED status
Green LED

Red LED

Status

ON
ON
OFF

OFF
ON
Blinking

Blinking

OFF

Standby
Powering up or down
SD card not detected. Please verify
that it is correctly inserted and that
its write lock is oﬀ.
A picture is being taken.

2 Speciﬁcations
Sensors
Image size
Maximum f/number
Output formats
Weight

4×1/3” CMOS
4×1.2 Mpix
f/1.8
4-page 10-bit TIFF
Approx. 160 g (5.6 oz)

